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SELF-RESCUE METHOD AND DEVICE FOR DAMAGED FILE SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of network management, in particular to a self-rescue method and device for a damaged file system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The file system is a method and a data structure for specifying a file on a disk or a partition in an operating system context, i.e., a method for organizing files on the disk. The file system also refers to the disk or partition for storing files, or refers to a file system type. The file system is short for the file management system, referring to a software organization responsible for the management and storage of file information in the operating system, and consisting of the three following parts: software related to the file management, managed files and data structure needed for the file management. From the standpoint of the system, the file system is a system for organizing and allocating the file storage space, and responsible for the storage of the file and the protection and retrieval of the stored files. Specifically, it is responsible for creating, saving, reading, modifying and dumping a file and controlling the file access for a user, and canceling the file which is not used by the user any more. Furthermore, storage media are maintained by the file system, so that the utilization frequency of each area of the storage media is balanced and the service life of the storage media is effectively prolonged.

[0003] Except the electronic products which only serve as a storage device, large base station equipment as well as a small computer and mobile phone all adopt different file system technologies. For example, in the VxWorks operating system which utilizes the same file system (DosFs) as the DOS, the file system is established on a block device. Under the VxWorks I/O system, the True Flash File System (TFFS) is a program module for driving the block device and provides a unified block device interface for various storage devices, and furthermore, it is characterized by reenterability and thread security, and supports most of popular Central Processing Unit (CPU) architectures. With the file system management, the application reads and writes the FLASH storage device as if it operates a disk device which has an MS-DOS file system.

[0004] Since the file system management is executed by a pure software algorithm, there is a common problem in the industry at present, that is, file system crash caused by abnormal power failure, which shows that the cluster table information of a management file is damaged to lead to the non-identification of file management information, so that no file can be found, and the file system has to be formatted to re-create the cluster table information, and accordingly, all the files are removed and the version file is also lost. Therefore, the manufactures have to repair the products.

[0005] At present, a common method is to store the version file and the important information files to a private data area of a non-file system part, however, because the method is based on a large storage device space, for many electronic products with small-capacity storage media, the method may greatly reduce the use space of the file management part of the storage space and shorten the service life of the storage media.

SUMMARY

[0006] The main technical problem to be solved by the disclosure is to provide a self-rescue method and device for a damaged file system, to implement the self-repair of the damaged file system.

[0007] To solve the technical problem, the disclosure provides a self-rescue method for the damaged file system, including:

[0008] a fault warning message is sent to a background server when it is found during boot of a device that a file system is damaged;

[0009] the device receives an acknowledgement message from the background server, wherein the acknowledgement message contains a path and file name of a backup version selected by the background server according to a product type; and

[0010] the device downloads a version file and reboots from the version file.

[0011] Furthermore, the method may include: an address capable of ensuring communications between a foreground server and the background server is backed up to a private data area of a non-file system, when the device is powered on for the first time.

[0012] Furthermore, the method may include: the address needed for the communications with the background server is acquired from the private data area of the non-file system, before the fault warning message is sent to the background server.

[0013] Furthermore, the method may include: BOOT enters an exception handling branch and records an exception branch identifier, before the fault warning message is sent to the background server when it is found during boot of the device that the file system is damaged.

[0014] Furthermore, after the device reboots from the version file, the device may determine whether the exception branch identifier recorded by BOOT is valid, if so, it may read the backup address to restore register.

[0015] Furthermore, the version file may be downloaded via File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP); and

[0016] the device may send the fault warning message to the background server via User Datagram Protocol (UDP) or Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).

[0017] The disclosure further provides a self-rescue device for the damaged file system, including a sending and receiving module, a downloading module and a boot module, wherein

[0018] the sending and receiving module is configured to send a fault warning message to a background server when it is found during boot of a device that a file system is damaged, and to receive an acknowledgement message from the background server, wherein the acknowledgement message contains a path and file name of a backup version selected by the background server according to a product type;

[0019] the downloading module is connected with the sending and receiving module and is configured to download a version file from the background server; and

[0020] the boot module is connected with the downloading module and is configured to reboot from the version file after the downloading is completed.

[0021] Furthermore, the sending and receiving module may be configured to back up an address capable of ensuring
communications between a foreground server and the background server to a private data area of a non-file system, and to acquire the address needed for the communications with the background server from the private area of the non-file system.

[0022] Furthermore, the device may include a control module, which is configured to control the device to enter an exception handling branch and record an exception branch identifier when it is found during boot of the device that the file system is damaged.

[0023] Furthermore, the control module may be configured to, after the device reboots from the version file, determine whether the recorded exception branch identifier is valid, and read the backup address to restore register in the case that the identifier is valid.

[0024] Furthermore, the downloading module may be configured to download the version file from the background server via FTP or HTTP; and

[0025] the sending and receiving module may be configured to send the fault warning message to the background server via UDP or SNMP.

[0026] The disclosure has the following advantages: compared with the relevant art, the device, when finding during the boot that the file system is damaged, implements network communications between the foreground and the background prior to switching to a large version, in order to acquire a version from the background server actively and reload it, so that the damaged file system is self-repaired automatically without manual interference.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a self-rescue method for a damaged file system provided by the disclosure; and

[0028] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a device provided by the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] The disclosure is further explained below through specific embodiments in combination with the accompanying drawings.

[0030] As shown in FIG. 1, a self-rescue method for a damaged file system includes the following steps.

[0031] S101: an address capable of ensuring the communications between a foreground server and a background server is backed up.

[0032] After a single board is powered on for the first time, the address capable of ensuring the communications between the foreground server and the background server is backed up at a private data area of a non-file system, thereby being not damaged due to the damaged file system. The backup parameters at the private data area are updated in real time each time the key parameter contents above are modified.

[0033] S102: a fault warning message is sent to the background server when it is found during the boot of a device that a file system is damaged.

[0034] The self-test is performed first during the boot of the device, and BOOT enters an exception handling branch once it is found that a file system is damaged or a version file or a backup version file is damaged.

[0035] Specifically, first, BOOT records an exception branch identifier; and then, sends the fault warning message to the background server via UDP or SNMP.

[0036] Before the fault warning message is sent to the background server, it is necessary to acquire an address needed for the communications with the background server from the private data area of the non-file system.

[0037] S103: the device receives an acknowledgement message from the background server, wherein the acknowledgement message contains the path and file name of a backup version selected by the background server according to a product type.

[0038] After receiving the fault warning message, the background server selects a proper backup version according to the product type contained in the message and returns the acknowledgement message to the failed device, wherein the acknowledgement message contains the path and file name of the version.

[0039] S104: the device downloads the version file.

[0040] After receiving the acknowledgement message, BOOT enters a version downloading mode, and downloads a version file remotely via FTP or HTTP.

[0041] S105: after completing downloading, the device reboots from the version file.

[0042] S106: after being powered on again, the device determines whether the exception branch identifier recorded by BOOT is valid, if so, it reads back the backup address to restore register; and if not, it reboots normally from the version file.

[0043] As shown in FIG. 2, a self-rescue device for the damaged file system includes a sending and receiving module 201, a downloading module 202 and a boot module 203.

[0044] The sending and receiving module 201 is configured to send a fault warning message to a background server when it is found during boot of a device that a file system is damaged, and to receive an acknowledgement message from the background server, wherein the acknowledgement message contains a path and file name of a proper backup version selected by the background server according to a product type.

[0045] Furthermore, in the embodiment, the sending and receiving module 201 is further configured to back up an address capable of ensuring the communications between the foreground server and the background server to a private data area of a non-file system, so that the address will not be damaged due to the damaged file system, thus improving the reliability of the device. The backup address parameters at the private data area are updated in real time each time the address is modified. When the file system of the device is damaged and communications with the background server are required, the address needed for the communications with the background server is acquired from the private data area of the non-file system. In the embodiment, the sending and receiving module 201 exchanges messages with the background server via UDP or SNMP, such as sending the fault warning message to the background server via UDP or SNMP.

[0046] The downloading module 202 is connected with the sending and receiving module 201 and is configured to download a version file from the background server. Specifically, the downloading module downloads the version file from the background server via FTP or HTTP.

[0047] The boot module 203 is connected with the downloading module 202 and is configured to reboot from the version file after the downloading is completed.

[0048] The self-rescue device further includes a control module, which is configured to control the device to enter an
exception handling branch and record an exception branch identifier when it is found during boot of the device that the file system is damaged.

[0049] Furthermore, after the device reboots from the version file, the control module determines whether the recorded exception branch identifier is valid, if so, it reads back the backup address to restore register.

[0050] To sum up, a self-rescue means for a crashed file system provided by the embodiments of the disclosure does not pay attention to how to make the file system as less damaged as possible any more, but to enable the device to implement foreground and background network communications prior to switching to a large version when the device finds during the boot that the file system is damaged, in order to acquire a version from the background server actively and reload it, so that the damaged file system is self-repaired automatically without manual interference, and the reliability of the system is improved, and therefore, the self-rescue means is very significant to the stability and practicality of products.

[0051] The above are the further descriptions of the disclosure with reference to the specific embodiments, and it should not be considered that the specific embodiments of the disclosure are only limited to these descriptions. Various simple derivations or replacements can be made by those skilled in the art within the concept of the disclosure and pertain to the scope of protection of the disclosure.

1. A self-rescue method for a damaged file system, comprising:
   sending a fault warning message to a background server when it is found during boot of a device that a file system is damaged;
   receiving, by the device, an acknowledgment message from the background server, wherein the acknowledgment message contains a path and file name of a backup version selected by the background server according to a product type; and
   downloading, by the device, a version file, and rebooting from the version file.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   backing up an address capable of ensuring communications between a foreground server and the background server to a private data area of a non-file system, when the device is powered on for the first time.

3. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
   acquiring the address needed for the communications with the background server from the private data area of the non-file system, before the fault warning message is sent to the background server.

4. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
   entering, by BOOT, an exception handling branch and recording an exception branch identifier, before the fault warning message is sent to the background server when it is found during boot of the device that the file system is damaged.

5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising:
   determining, by the device, whether the exception branch identifier recorded by BOOT is valid after the device reboots from the version file, in the case that the identifier is valid, reading the backup address to restore register.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the version file is downloaded via File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP); and
   the device sends the fault warning message to the background server via User Datagram Protocol (UDP) or Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).

7. A self-rescue device for a damaged file system, comprising a sending and receiving module, a downloading module and a boot module, wherein
   the sending and receiving module is configured to send a fault warning message to a background server when it is found during boot of a device that a file system is damaged, and to receive an acknowledgment message from the background server, wherein the acknowledgment message contains a path and file name of a backup version selected by the background server according to a product type;
   the downloading module is connected with the sending and receiving module and is configured to download a version file from the background server; and
   the boot module is configured to reboot from the version file after the downloading is completed.

8. The device according to claim 7, wherein the sending and receiving module is further configured to back up an address capable of ensuring communications between a foreground server and the background server to a private data area of a non-file system, and to acquire the address needed for the communications with the background server from the private area of the non-file system.

9. The device according to claim 7, further comprising a control module, which is configured to control the device to enter an exception handling branch and record an exception branch identifier when it is found during boot of the device that the file system is damaged.

10. The device according to claim 9, wherein the control module is further configured to, after the device reboots from the version file, determine whether the recorded exception branch identifier is valid, and read the backup address to restore register in the case that the identifier is valid.

11. The device according to claim 7, wherein the downloading module is configured to download the version file from the background server via FTP or HTTP; and
   the sending and receiving module is configured to send the fault warning message to the background server via UDP or SNMP.

* * * * *